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Welcome to Tom Guide's Epson vs Canon vs HP printer showdown. As we buy an inkjet printer or an all-in-one laser printer, you've probably noticed that some brands stand out for their quality and excellent feature sets. All-in-one printers promise a lot – Print! Copy! Scanning! — but finding a multifunction printer that is in charge of all these tasks is a challenge. So what brand should you make a beeline
for? Here we will compare the strengths and weaknesses of top brands to help you come to an informed decision. After reviewing dozens of Epson, Canon and HP models, and spending hours testing and examining page after page of print samples, we can draw some pretty clear conclusions about the strengths and weaknesses of each brand. The best printers for each use Snapshots or Portraits: Best
photo photo printers From text quality to print features and even the cost of ink, we can easily say that some brands handle aspects of printing better than others, and we combined our observations to determine which brands have an advantage in the competition. For more specific tips and individual product reviews, see the best all-in-one printer summary and the best laser printers you can buy right now.
With the understanding that each printer has its own unique pros and cons, here's a look at some of our most recent reviews and a broad overview of how popular printer manufacturers Canon, Epson and HP have gone a long way when we've tested the various tasks that all devices perform on one. Epson vs. Canon vs. HP: Latest Reviews(Image Credit: Epson)Printer Type: Inkjet | Features: Printing,
copying, scanning, fax | Display: 4.3-inch Touch-Screen Color | Ink/ toner: Four ink tanks (black, cyan, magenta, yellow) | Connectivity: 802.11 b/g/n Wi-Fi, Wi-Fi Direct, Ethernet, USB 2.0The fast performance of Epson EcoTank Pro ET-5850 combines impressively low ink costs with an abundance of business-friendly features to take its place as the best small business inkjet printer we've reviewed.
EcoTank's design uses rechargeable ink tanks and comes with enough spare ink bottles to print thousands of pages. A small business printer qualified to print more than 3,000 pages a month, is more than capable of handling what your office team could throw at it. The printer has scanning, copying and fax capabilities, 250-page dual-page paper cassettes, a 50-sheet automatic document feeder and a
large, easy-to-use 4.3-inch touchscreen for convenient operations. In Crusader printer tests, the Epson ET-5850 delivered some of the faster prints that and produced crisp and clear text that almost rivals the quality of the laser printer. This same fast, high-quality performance was also seen in copying and scanning, making it the printer of choice for offices that need an all-star multifunction printer. But the
real draw is ink savings, extremely low per-page costs of 0.4 cents for text pages and 1.6 cents per page of color. Color. the starting price may be high, but the combination of quality, features and super-low operating expenses make this one of the best investments you can make for your office. Read our full Epson EcoTank Pro ET-5850 review. (Image credit: HP) Printer type: Inkjet | Features: Printing,
copying, scanning, fax | Display: 2.2-inch monochromatic touchscreen | Ink/ toner: Four ink tanks (black, cyan, magenta, yellow) | Connectivity: 802.11ac Wi-Fi, Wi-Fi Direct, Ethernet, USB 2.0The extremely low ink costsThe high printing qualityFrustrating slow printing, copying and scanningSmall, monochromatic touchscreenThe HP Smart Tank Plus 651 is HP's response to the Epson EcoTank and other
printers that reduce ink costs by using ink tanks recharge instead of cartridges With thousands of ink pages included with your printer, the Smart Tank Pro 651 offers high-quality prints for only a fraction of a cent per page. Aside from cheap ink, hp also offers high quality across the board, with sharp-looking prints that have crisp letter shapes and well-saturated colors, and natural-looking color when printing
glossy photos. Unfortunately, this quality level was not combined with high speeds, and HP printing, scanning and copying capabilities were significantly slower than the output average. In addition, the Smart Tank Pro 651 has a small 2.2-inch touchscreen to control printer functions, and monochromatic reading did not impress. Read our full HP Smart Tank Plus 651 review. (Image credit: Tom's Guide)
Printer type: Inkjet | Features: Printing, copying, scanning | Display: 4.3-inch Touch-Screen Color | Ink/Toner: 6 cartridges (black, black dye-based pigment, cyan, magenta, yellow and photographic blue) | Connectivity: 802.11ac Wi-Fi, Wi-Fi Direct, USB 2.0 Quick Photo PrimerPrinting and GraphicsDuplexer for two-sided printingThe ink costs are above averageThe text engravings are not sharp Canon
Pixma TS8320 is a compact all-inkjet printer in one that not only allows you to print, copy and scan, it is also especially good for photo printing. Printed documents with average speed and quality, but the photographic print was impressive, and twice as fast as the average category. Photo-friendly features include the printer's 6-ink system, which includes two types of black ink, and an additional blue
cartridge for better photo color, and an easy-access SD card slot to print directly from a camera memory card. Apart from the photographic printing, the Canon had a large color touchscreen that made navigation quite and offers plenty of unique capabilities such as cloud printing and printing CD/DVD labels. We turned off a little higher ink costs than the average Pixma TS8320, these 6 cartridges add up
when it's time to refill them - and the documents weren't as sharp as some competing inkjet printers produced, but overall, we found that the Canon Pixma TS8320 offers much to love. Read our full canon Pixma TS8320 review. Epson vs Canon vs HP: Quality Text PrintingConsider TextConsider Simple paper documents or photo printouts are more important to you. While inkjet printers are not known for
printing razor-sharp text at the height of a laser printer, many ink injections these days do a very admirable job approaching what a laser printer can produce. For some models, this is particularly true if you are willing to spend the extra money to use high quality paper. In both our Canon Pixma TS6020 review and the Canon Pixma MG3620 review, for example, inkjet printers produced book-worthy text on
high quality paper. HP models also delivered high-quality text prints constantly. Less impressive were a couple of Epson models, with one impressive exception: our Epson WF-2760 review pointed to heavily printed text while also clocking in faster text document printing time among ink injections, earning itself the editor's choice honors. If you're considering a model with a duplex to do two-sided prints,
make sure you'll get the same quality as unilateral prints. Canon's TS6020, for example, printed lighter text when using its duplex. In the Epson WorkForce WF-6590 review, the printer made two-sided printouts of similarly sharp text documents as unilateral printouts. If you plan to print PDF documents, you know that the text and quality of the graphics vary. Although HP models were consistently good, the
Canon TS6020 printed the most elegant and crisp letter shapes. The Epson WF-2760 also printed very attractive text in our PDF, although our Epson Expression XP-640 review noted that the text printed with many fuzzier borders, even on matte presentation paper. The pdf graphics printed on plain paper are the specialty of HP models. Runners-up include the Epson XP-420 model, which did a better job
of retaining midtone transitions than the Canon MG3620, which tended to produce shadows too dark. Winner of text printing quality: Canon Best All-In-One for Text Print Quality: The Canon TS6020 offers high quality text prints at a fast 9.8 ppm; by contrast, the HP Envy 5540 (which earns an honorary mention for its high quality text printing) did so at 8.1 ppm. Epson vs. Canon vs. HP: Bright photo
printsOverall, all the inkjet all-in-ones we've tried recently make attractive impressions of glossy photos. But there are subtle differences worth noting. The Epson and HP models leaned toward warmer printing, which you may like or may not like. Canonical models tended towards a more natural, although both the TS6020 and MG3620 produced more saturation in deep red tones than other models. The
Epson XP-640 made prints in fine detail and very well saturated color, but one of our test prints seemed a little unnatural, with too much yellow. Some models didn't produce all the details until in very dark shade areas of our landscape photo (admittedly a bit of a torture test as it's a sunset scene with very much shadows). The Epson XP-640 made impressions with shaded areas that looked flat, with no
subtle details, while the Canon TS6020 and HP 5540 offered some details in the shady areas. In addition, the bright prints of some models had a slight cloudiness for them: the prints of the Epson XP-420 and WF-2760 models seemed a little light overall, without the pop of prints made by the HP Envy 5540 and Canon models. However, in our Epson XP-420 review we saw good shade detail, while the
Canon TS6020 produced some locked shade areas. Glossy Photo Print Winner: Canon Best All-In-One for Glossy Photo Prints: The Canon TS6020 produces bright photos with lots of pop, with well-saturated colors that tend to look very natural. Epson vs. Canon vs. HP: Copying and scanning quality modelsHP performed their best at playing color on flat paper, with smooth transitions and plenty of fine
detail. Surprisingly, however, the HP OfficeJet 4650 made copies that did not match the even darker details and stronger shades of copies of the Envy 5540. (I'd think something with Office on your behalf could handle this common workplace task with more aplomb.) In addition, grayscale copies of OfficeJet had speckled textures and rough midtone transitions. More disappointingly, the quality of the black
and white copies was further degraded when using OfficeJet 4650's Automatic Document Feeder (ADF). Copies of the Canon models had slightly rougher textures than the HP Envy 5540. However, the Canon TS6020 reproduced the colors well, although dark areas lost some details. Copies of the MG3620 produced bands, and the lack of transitions had a flattening effect. Moreover, the text seemed
rougher than in the original. Of the Epson models, the XP-640 was the best copy machine: Although its copies were lighter than some others, Epson's smooth transitions played on his color graphics copies. Epson's other two models, however, reproduced the same graphics too darkly. The scanning quality was impressive from the Canon and HP models, and the Epson XP-420. But tests uncovered a
couple of peculiarities in Epson's other two models. The XP-640 sometimes did text-to-PDF scans that looked rough around the edges, particularly when the original was slightly askew in the scanner glass. In addition, Epson's WF-2760 had difficulty creating an attractive scan without first performing a previous scan. Color copies on the flat paper winner: HPBest All-in-One for color graphics copies: Both
the HP Envy 5540 and HP OfficeJet 4650 make very detailed and richly saturated photographic prints on plain paper. Scanning winner: CanonBest for Scanning: Most inkjet all-in-waves do high-quality scans, but gun models like the Canon Pixma TS6020 tend to do so in a fraction of the epson and HP. Epson vs. Canon vs. HP models: Print speedOn text documents, Canon, Epson and HP models didn't
differ much. On average, each watch at 7.7 ppm, 7.9 ppm and 8.6 ppm respectively. The fastest model each were the Canon TS6020 (9.8 ppm), the Epson WF-2760 (9.9 ppm) and the HP OffIceJet 4650 (9.1 ppm). Graphics printing speeds varied a little more. Epson's 3.1 ppm improved the canon averages (2.8 ppm) and HP' (2.1 ppm). Taking only the fastest model of each company, Epson's xp-640
nearly doubled the speed of HP's fastest unit: Epson XP-640 printed graphics to 5.1 ppm, while the HP Envy 5540 lay behind at 2.6 ppm. The Canon Pixma TS6020 printed graphics at 3.1 ppm. These same three models were tops in the glossy photo printing department. The Canon TS6020 was the fastest, printing a font size photo in 1 minute and 54 seconds. The HP Envy 5540 took 2 minutes and 12
seconds, and the Epson XP-640 finished in 2 minutes and 33 seconds. Print speed winner: CanonFastest Photo Printer: The Canon TS6020 turns out to be the top quality bright photos and graphics on plain paper in record time. Epson vs. Canon vs. HP: Copying and scanning speed When it came to making copies, Canon and Epson set the pace, while HP was lagging behind. Epson models made a black
and white copy in 11.4 seconds, on average, while Canon All-in-Waves produced a copy in 13.4 seconds. HP units were significantly slower, averaging 24.2 seconds. Canonical models were quickest in making a color copy, on average, taking 23.3 seconds. Epson's units did so in 27.9 seconds, while HP models took 35.2 seconds. The results were similar when doing high resolution color scans. At 600 dpi,
Canon models finished a JPEG scan in 49.2 seconds, on average, while Epson (at 1 minute and 10 seconds) and HP (1 minute and 31 seconds) were left behind. However, Epson's fastest model in this test keeps pace with canon's fastest: The Epson XP-640 unseen in 41.6 seconds, just behind canon MG3620 (39.4 seconds). Scanning speeds for black and white PDFs don't vary much. The Canon
MG3620 was fastest, at 8.9 seconds, followed by the HP Envy 5540 (9.7 seconds) and Epson XP-420 (10.9 seconds). The slower model, the Epson XP-640, unseen in 16.1 seconds. Winner of copy speed and scanning: CanonFastest Copier/Scanner: Canon MG3620, which excels in both color and black and white. Epson vs. Canon vs. HP: Ink PriceDon can't be influenced by the low purchase price of an
all-in-one - at least not budget models. Whatever slight difference there may be, you're likely to soon be sinking for excessive ink costs if you buy a thirsted model. And a lot of that cost depends on how much you print. We're talking pennies here, but pennies add up. Epson offers the lowest cost per page of text, averaging 6.9 cents per page from its standard cartridges. Canon follows at 8.3 cents per and
HP at 9.2 cents per page. With high-yield cartridges, Epson reduces its text page costs to 5 cents, followed by Canon (6 cents) and HP (7.2 cents). Ink costs per color page are not very different using standard cartridges, on average: Canon (21.1 cents) versus Epson (22.1 cents) and HP (23.3 cents). The use of high performance cartridges is where you will see a more dramatic difference in Costs: Canon
models offer an average of 10.9 cents per page, followed by Epson (14.8 cents) and HP (18.5 cents). The two models with the lowest color ink costs are the Canon TS6020 (8.5 cents) and the Epson XP-640, at 10 cents. To offset these costs, some companies offer ink subscription plans that can save you money. Ink cost winner: CanonBest for Ink Costs: The Canon TS6020 keeps ink costs low, and the
Epson XP-640 impresses, too. Epson vs. Canon vs. HP: All-in-ones laserSi you're focused on business tasks, and you don't need to print bright color photos, an all-in-one monochrome laser could be a good fit. First, laser printers tend to be faster. In our tests, they printed text at 13.7 ppm, on average, versus 8 ppm per all-in-wave inkjet. Epson is not part of these comparisons, by the way, that the company
focuses on ink injections. Canonical models had on average the fastest printing speeds for laser MFPs. Just to give an example, our review of Canon ImageClass MF217W saw text printed on 15.9 ppm and black and white graphics at 12.2 ppm. Hp LaserJet Pro M127fw's review pointed to a little slower in text printing (13.5 ppm), but half the speed of the Canon in graphics printing, at just 6.1 ppm. In
addition to faster speeds, laser printers tend to offer lower costs per page. Even when using high-performance cartridges, the inkjet all-in-waves averages 5.9 cents per page of text. But laser models like the Canon ImageClass MF229dw ($300) and MF217w ($209) print text for just 3.5 cents per page, using an $84 toner cartridge valued at the last 2,400 pages. Using a 1,200-page cartridge, brother HL-
L2380DW ($200) prints text for 3.7 cents per page. HP models were the most expensive: At 4.3 cents per page, the HP LaserJet Pro M127fw ($200) uses a $64 cartridge for 1,500 pages. If you need to print in color, you can of course get a color laser model like the HP LaserJet Pro M277dw ($329), which uses the same black toner cartridge as the M127fw.Of course, toner prices, such as ink, vary. Hunting
for the best deal, I found that online prices varied up to $9 for one of HP's black toner cartridges. Buying them in a two pack will also help your bottom line – just like buying multipack ink cartridges, which is what we use (if available) in calculating our costs per page. All-in-one laser winner: Canon Best Laser All-In-One: The Canon ImageClass MF217W, which is our favorite laser MFP, impressed us with its
fast printing times, high quality outpu and low cost per page. Epson vs. Canon vs. HP: Paper Handling If you expect to switch to print documents to be printed on glossy photo paper or other specialized media, consider a model with two inboxes. Otherwise, you will need to exchange media regularly. Getting a duplex to do two-sided prints will save on paper, but make sure you don't switch in the short term
on two-sided printing quality (as we noted above). Similarly, having an automatic document feeder (ADF) is convenient for copying multiple pages. But not all models produce produce prints and two-sided copies, and some ADFs are slow, as is the case with Epson WF-2760. If you plan to print and scan from a pc or smart device most of the time, you may not need a sophisticated dashboard. But having
wide buttons facilitates the operation when you use an all-in-one in standalone mode. Some models come with a touch screen, which may be convenient. For example, the Epson XP-640 touchscreen was reliable. On the other hand, the Canon TS6020 touchscreen was unresponsive from time to time, and I wished there was a four-reason button on the control panel. On the plus side, this Canon touch
screen allowed me to swipe my way through menu selections. Overall, I've had better luck with physical buttons or a touch panel. Paper handling winner: EpsonBest Duplexer: The Epson XP-640 prints two-sided documents faster than any other model equipped with a duplex, spitting text at 5.5 ppm, versus 3.6 ppm of the fastest competitor, the HP Envy 5540.So which wins in our Epson vs Canon vs. HP
printer showdown? Canon clearly has one leg in the competition, taking seven categories. The Canon TS6020 came particularly well as our best option in various categories. However, Canon's victories were by slim margins in many categories. HP took top honors for color copies, and Epson fares well into many categories, too. (We especially like how the XP-640 handles photo prints.) If you're considering
brands when buying a printer, our tests indicate that Canon's multifunction devices are hard to beat. Credit: Tom's GuideCheck out all our printer coverage:Best Printers | The best printers all in one | The best photo printers | Best Portable Printers | Best Laser Printers
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